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Observations

• Data explosion places demands on theory.

• Social crisis means that the framework for systematically 
and quantitatively exploring ideas is often not available.

• Weather prediction is less amenable to geography.
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Our Bulk Model

Equations for mass (as measured by PBL depth, h), dry enthalpy (sl) and moisture (qt) integrated over the 
PBL.  V indicates surface exchange, E the entrainment measures the diabatic growth rate (i.e., mixing with 
free troposphere) and like V is parameterizaed, Dh is the vertical motion, i.e., the adiabatic growth rate.



Entrainment Closures

although for analytical work











Remarks

• Simple model, plausible closure, decent diurnal cycle.

• Progress on the closures, challenges to implementation 
(Adrian Lock).

• Mixed layer models are only well mixed at first order 
(Sungsu Park).

• How can we evaluate the framework more critically.
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DYCOMS-II: 









Remarks

• Boundary layer too shallow, and cloud too thin.  Both are 
well documented shortcomings of forecast, global, and 
mesoscale models, and of the reanalyses (just ask CsB).

• Boundary forcings well represented, i.e., theta at 850 hPa, 
SSTs, divergence, windspeeds.

• ISCCP Record now as long as the OWS record (see data 
explosion comment at outset).
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Steady state solutions without advection, showing multiple equilibrium.  A dry shallow PBL inwhich weak 
entrainment is maintained by shear defines the lower branch, a cloud topped layer driven by buoyancy 
associated with cloud top radiative cooling defines the upper branch (e.g., Randall and Suarez, 1984).  
Multiple equilibrium regime depends on state.
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Remarks

• NCEP selecting clear equilibrium solution?

• Some reasonable aspects to climatology

• Radiative entrainment fraction might be a useful basis for 
regime selection, and cloud fraction.

• Needs more systematic exploration ... weather noise?



parameter uncertainty, E ~ alpha

model solutions with variability of large-scale state, or parameters (i.e., E~alpha) 
added as (white) noise

model solutions effectively linear in most forcings or parameters, except for large-
scale divergence where we see the expression of the models multiple equilibria 
driving it to a relatively uncloudy state.



Catastrophe:



Summary

• Data explosion places demands on theory.

• Integral quantities seem like a reasonable starting point.

• Multiple equilibria pose challenges to this approach.

• Some remarkably useful data sources (ERA for boundary 
fluxes, ISCCP for cloud and boundary layer depth), which 
are already yielding surprises.


